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About

TheParliamentMagazine.eu is an active and engaging forum for discussion on the latest developments
in EU politics and policy, featuring regular contributions from prominent European policymakers and
our experienced editorial team.

News and opinion

[1]

Key parliamentary rapporteurs, committee chairs and European commissioners give you the inside
track on the work of the European institutions in our comprehensive opinion section. Our team of
Brussels-based journalists also provide up-to-date news coverage of the major issues affecting the EU
landscape.

Features

[2]

Explore policy areas in depth with our feature content, including informed policymaker opinion from
across the political divide. The Parliament Magazine also provides detailed coverage of key European
events, including Green Week, Open Days and the Gastein Health Forum.

Bulletins

[3]

Keep up-to-date with our regular bulletin service. Sign up on our website to receive daily updates,
weekly round-ups of our top stories, and our fortnightly newsletter which collects our featured content
from the latest issue of the Parliament Magazine and goes out to 80,000 subscribers.

Videos

[4]

View unique content from our roundtable discussions and our annual showpiece event the MEP
Awards on our video wall.

Social Media

[5]

A recognised social media presence on EU affairs across Twitter, Facebook and Linkedin, the
Parliament Magazine follows and is followed by the vast majority of MEPs and European
commissioners.
With nearly 30,000 Twitter followers and rising, the Parliament Magazine is engaging and being
engaged with by a large audience, including key decision makers, while our Facebook following
ensures the reach and impact of our content.
Follow us on Twitter @Parlimag [5] and join the debate.

Membership packages
PM+

[6]

[7]

Become part of the discussion with our online, paid for membership packages and embed your views
into the heart of the EU policy debate. PM+ members receive editorial support and guidance to help
craft their messages, which receive prominent placing on our website and feature in our regular
bulletins. Our editorial team also provides full social media support and will measure the effectiveness
of your messaging in terms of reach and response.

Thought Leader

[8]

Take the leap from online to print with our exclusive Thought Leader offering. Place your messages
directly alongside relevant policymaker contributions in the Parliament Magazine to ensure maximum
visibility for your views.

Press releases

[9]

and stakeholder reports

[10]

Display your press releases and stakeholder reports on the Parliament Magazine to boost the reach of
your messaging. Your contributions will be tagged by policy area in the same way as our editorial
content to ensure prominent and relevant placing of your content throughout our site.

The Parliament Magazine

[11]

The Parliament Magazine offers unique and authoritative editorial content. Driven by comment and
analysis from both EU policymakers and an in house team of experienced journalists, the magazines
and special supplements are essential reading for anyone interested in the EU and its decision making
processes.
Each fortnight the Parliament Magazine guides you through the maze of European politics with
balanced, objective and informative coverage. The Parliament Magazine is widely recognised as the
magazine by MEPs, for MEPs.
The Parliament Magazine also features its sister publications the Regional Review and the Research
Review. The Regional Review highlights innovation and best practice across key regional policy
sectors, as well as providing up to date news and analysis of regional policy legislation and
developments at EU, national and regional levels. The Research Review acts as a forum for
communicating success stories coming out of the EU's research framework programmes, while
keeping researchers and the EU institutions up to date with the political happenings on Europe's
research landscape.
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